
Solutions
15-410, Spring 2023, Homework Assignment 1.

1 Kitchen (4 pts.)

List one request which the system should grant right away, and one request which the system should react to
by blocking the process making the request. Briefly justify each of your answers. If you can, arrange for both
of your answers to involve the same resource request, but made by two different processes.

In order for a deadlock-avoidance resource allocator to grant a request, granting the requested resources
must leave the system in a safe state. For a grantable request to exist, the system’s current state must be
safe, so let’s check.

This system is in a safe state because:

1. Morgan can be satisfied if given one knife and one wok, and the system has one free knife and one free
wok. When Morgan runs to completion, the system will have two free knives, two free bowls, and two
free woks.

2. If the system has available (2, 2, 2) then it is easy to satisfy Raff, who already has (1, 0, 1) and thus
needs only (2, 2, 0) to run to completion, leaving free resources of (3, 2, 3).

3. If the system has available (3, 2, 3) it is easy to satisfy Jamie, who already has (1, 2, 1) and thus needs
only (0, 0, 2) to run to completion.

In other words, the system is in a safe state because the sequence “Morgan; Raff; Jamie” is safe.
While there may exist many resource requests that the system could safely grant, we just showed that

Morgan could be granted all un-requested resources (1, 0, 1) and the system would be in a safe state. Thus,
any smaller request would also be safe, e.g., (1, 0, 0), which is “one knife.” So if Morgan requests one knife
we should grant that request immediately.

Now we would like to show that there is some other chef who is entitled to ask for a knife but who should
not be granted one. Jamie isn’t entitled to a knife, so we hope Raff is. Indeed, Raff is entitled to request
two knives. Because there is only one knife on hand, it is not possible to grant a request from Raff for two
knives, so a two-knife request would block Raff, and leave the system in a safe state. So that’s not what we
are looking for.

If Raff requests one knife (the same request that we showed is safe for Morgan), the system could
potentially grant that request (one knife is available). But then we would be in trouble: Morgan can’t
necessarily run to completion without a knife, Raff can’t necessarily run to completion without a knife, and
Jamie can’t necessarily run to completion without two woks (the system has only one wok on hand). So no
chef can be the first process in a safe sequence, so no safe sequence can exist, so the state in which we issue
Raff a knife would not be safe, so we should not grant Raff a knife.

The key thing to observe here is that while we have one knife on hand, it is safe to grant it to one chef
but not another. That has nothing to do with the knife, but everything to do with the potential future knife
needs of the various chefs, plus the interlocking potential needs for other resources of the various chefs.

2 Alerting threads (6 pts.)

Consider the “Sim Ciy disaster daemon” as depicted in code found on slides 19–21 of the “Synchroniza-
tion #3” lecture.

2.1 2 pts

Assume for the moment that everything works out the way it is expected to. How many times would the “San
Francisco ‘Big One’ disaster daemon” be expected to invoke cond wait() in order to reach April 18, 1906?

Figuring roughly (i.e., ignoring off-by-one errors for the moment), we expect to wait six years, four
months, and eighteen days, meaning roughly twenty-eight calls to cond wait(). This may not be a big deal,
but the thread is running a bunch of times when it isn’t. If we have a large number of threads, and some
of them are waiting for a long time (in a calendar sense), then each cond broadcast() might awaken many
threads which will churn for a while and then block again. It is not always possible to avoid this, but it’s not
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the best thing. Power-sensitive operating systems (e.g., phone operating systems) try hard to avoid waking
up lots of threads that will just go back to sleep.

2.2 1 pt

Likewise, how many invocations of cond wait() would we expect if, on January 1, 1900, we begin waiting
for the moon landing occurring on July 20, 1969?

Again speaking roughly, sixty-nine years plus seven months plus twenty days is around 96 awakenings.

2.3 7 pts

Use the tabular trace format found in the lecture slides to show how the earthquake disaster daemon could
find itself wreaking havoc in the wrong month.

Assume y == 1906, m == 3, d == 31.

Execution Trace
time Daemon Clock

0 3 < 4, w(&m)
1 b(&m)
2 1<18, w(&d)
3 b(&d)
4 2<18, w(&d)
5 b(&d)
6 3<18, w(&d)
7 b(&d)
8 ...paged out!...
... ... ...
... ... d = 18,b(&d)
... ... d = 19,b(&d)
... ... d = 20,b(&d)
... ... d = 21,b(&d)
... ... ...
... ... d = 30,b(&d)
... ... m = 5,b(&m)
... runs (wrong month)

The fundamental problem is that cond broadcast() may wake up some threads in the sense of having
requested that the scheduler run them, but that by no means ensures that the requested threads run promptly,
or in the order they were awakened, or run for as long as you’d like before hitting a page fault, or anything
else you’d appreciate. Thus the pseudo-code has a deep-seated flaw, namely that the clock thread has no
infrastructure for finding out when theoretically-awakened threads have actually accomplished the mission
for which they were awakened.

There are other valid solutions—you may have fewer steps with more things “happening at the same
time,” for example.

It has been pointed out that the code on the slide is odd in having the cond broadcast() calls at the
bottoms of the loop bodies instead of the tops. That is odd, but honestly it’s not the fundamental problem.
We will accept traces against either the code on the slide or a reasonable rewriting of it (this acceptance is
less likely in an exam setting, though we will generally try to work with what you provide).

In terms of difficulty, this homework is easier than typical exam question on similar topics. However, this
homework represents some of the reasoning we expect you to carry out in order to detect and explain race
conditions (and/or deadlocks).
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